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GROWTH OF THE BROWNIAN FOREST

BY JIM PITMAN1 AND MATTHIAS WINKEL2

University of California, Berkeley and University of Oxford

Trees in Brownian excursions have been studied since the late 1980s.
Forests in excursions of Brownian motion above its past minimum are a nat-
ural extension of this notion. In this paper we study a forest-valued Markov
process which describes the growth of the Brownian forest. The key result is
a composition rule for binary Galton–Watson forests with i.i.d. exponential
branch lengths. We give elementary proofs of this composition rule and ex-
plain how it is intimately linked with Williams’ decomposition for Brownian
motion with drift.

1. Introduction. Given 0 ≤ λ < µ, the binary(λ,µ) forest is defined as a col-
lection of independent binary Galton–Watson trees, with branching probability
(µ − λ)/2µ, branch lengths independent exponential(2µ), planted into the pos-
itive real line at the points of a homogeneous Poisson process of rate µ − λ.

We call the vertices on the positive real line roots. The unique branch connecting
to a root is its trunk. We regard the forest as a plane forest: above any branch point
we distinguish a left and a right subbranch. We call the positive real line the forest
floor, and branch ends with no branching leaves. It is well known that the trees are
critical for λ = 0 and subcritical for λ > 0, hence a.s. finite in either case.

Such random trees have been studied by a number of authors, including Neveu
[21–24], Le Gall [19], Geiger and Kersting [10], Shapiro [27] and Hobson [14].
These papers describe how in the critical case λ = 0 these trees may be found em-
bedded in Brownian excursions, by a natural generalization of Harris’s embedding
of critical Galton–Watson trees with geometic offspring distribution in the excur-
sions of a simple random walk [13]. We show in this paper how the random forests
considered here can also be found embedded in Brownian paths in the subcritical
case λ > 0, as increments of a forest-valued Markov process which describes the
growth of the Brownian forest.

A common tool in studying trees and forests is searching trees by depth-first
search (DFS) by which we mean

(a) starting at the root travelling continuously at unit speed along the branches;
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(b) at each branch point first following the left subbranch, then the right sub-
branch, and then back the parent branch;

(c) at each leaf just following the branch back downward.

This generalizes to forests by starting to travel at location 0 on the forest floor in
positive direction, searching all trees encountered, as described above.

Two binary forests F λ,µ ∼ binary(λ,µ) and F µ,θ ∼ binary(µ, θ) for 0 ≤ λ <

µ < θ can be composed as illustrated in Figure 1, by wrapping F µ,θ (with thin
lines) around the sides of F λ,µ (with thick lines).

DFS of F λ,µ at unit speed (up and down) maps time [0,∞) onto the graph
of F λ,µ. Identifying time [0,∞) with the original forest floor of F µ,θ , DFS maps
the roots of F µ,θ to points on the branches of F λ,µ. We attach the corresponding
trees of F µ,θ at the images of their roots. Note that DFS visits every point on F λ,µ

twice (except for the leaves and branch points), and we further specify that trees
are attached to the left of a branch if visited for the first time, and to the right if
visited for the second time. Every branch of length t contributes a total length of 2t

for the “planting” Poisson process. See [26] for a more formal construction of such
trees and forests, in terms of which this composition operation can be rigorously
defined.

FIG. 1. Forest growth by wrapping one forest around another.
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THEOREM 1 (Forest composition rule). For 0 ≤ λ < µ < θ the composition
of a binary(λ,µ) forest with an independent binary(µ, θ) forest is a binary(λ, θ)

forest.

In Section 2 we give a first elementary proof of this forest composition rule.
Section 3 gives a different representation of binary(λ,µ) forests in terms of an
alternating exponential random walk. Section 4 shows how this representation,
first noted in the critical case λ = 0 by Le Gall [19] and Neveu and Pitman [23],
establishes links with a Williams type decomposition for alternating exponential
random walks. In Section 5 we show how the forest composition rule can be stated
and proved in a Brownian forest setting, building on basic results about Brownian
trees due to Neveu and Pitman [23, 24], Aldous [2] and Shapiro [27], and using
links with Williams’ [28] path decomposition of Brownian motion with drift.

For alternative approaches to Williams type decompositions we refer to [9, 11,
12, 16, 18, 20, 25]. For different tree-valued processes approaching Brownian trees
we refer to [1, 3, 8, 22, 23].

The growth process described here is extended in [6] to forests with multiple
branching, to allow growth of general Lévy forests formed from the Lévy trees
studied by Duquesne and Le Gall [5].

2. Forest composition. We refer once more to Figure 1 for a graphical repre-
sentation of the forest composition rule, where the thick forest is meant to be the
realization of a binary(λ,µ) forest, and the thin forest a binary(µ, θ) forest. We
will refer to the thick forest as the black forest, and think of the thin trees as red
decoration. Clearly, each branch of the composite forest has a unique color. We can
also associate colors with vertices. We need a convention for the color of vertices
where red and black branches meet. The structure of the composed forest is such
that these are all roots of the red forest, and we agree that these vertices are red.

We first reduce the study of composite forests to the study of the first tree in the
composed forest.

LEMMA 1. The trees of the composed forest are independent and identically
distributed. They are separated by independent identically exponential(θ −λ) dis-
tributed spaces.

PROOF. The first tree of the composed forest is clearly at an exponential(θ −
λ) = min(exponential(θ − µ), exponential(µ − λ)) position as the first of the first
trees of the two forests.

Given that the trunk of the first tree is red, the residual black spacing is an
exponential(µ − λ) variable independent of the first tree due to the lack of mem-
ory property. Hence the remaining black forest and clearly also the remaining red
forest beyond the first tree are independent of the first tree and distributed like the
whole forests.
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Given that the trunk of the first tree is black, the residual last spacing of red trees
on the black tree is an exponential(θ − µ) variable independent of the first tree.
Therefore the same conclusion holds.

An iteration concludes the proof. �

We next show that the branch lengths are independent of the shape, and i.i.d.
exponential(2θ) distributed, where we mean by shape the combinatorial structure
with unit branch lengths. In fact, we show the stronger statement

LEMMA 2. The sequence of black branch lengths in the composite forest, enu-
merated by DFS, is an i.i.d. exponential(2θ) sequence, and so is the sequence of
red branch lengths enumerated by DFS. The two sequences are independent and
independent of the shapes of the trees.

PROOF. We decompose the black trees by DFS and obtain a sequence
(Am)m≥1 of i.i.d. exponential(2µ) branch lengths independent from the shapes
of the black trees. We note that the red trees are independent of the Poisson
process of their spacings. This Poisson process further decomposes each black
branch into a geometric(µ/θ) number such that each fragment Bn, n ≥ 1, has an
exponential(2θ) distribution.

The sequential construction shows that all fragment lengths (Bn)n≥1 are inde-
pendent and independent of the events Cn that Bn is associated with a fragment
with a red tree at its far end, and the events Dn that the red tree grows at the left
(and not the right). We have P(Cn) = (θ − µ)/θ and P(Dn|Cn) = 1/2.

The statement on red branches and the remaining independence assertions fol-
low from the corresponding properties of the red forest. �

COROLLARY 1. The binary(λ,µ) forest decorated by an independent
binary(κ, θ) forest has exponential branch lengths if and only if κ = µ.

PROOF. The same argument as for Lemma 2 shows that the black branches of
the composite forest are i.i.d. exponential(2θ −2κ +2µ) whereas the red branches
are i.i.d. exponential(2θ). Therefore the length of the first trunk is a mixture with
respective probabilities (µ − λ)/(θ − κ + µ − λ) and (θ − κ)/(θ − κ + µ − λ).
This yields nonexponential densities unless κ = µ. �

It remains to identify the shape of the first tree. Let us analyze the branching
probabilities of the combined tree as decomposed above. Denote by Bb

n the event
that the nth black branch of the composite tree branches (enumeration by DFS).
Then denote by Lb

n and Rb
n the colors of its left and right subbranches. Recall that

we denote by Cc
n the event that the nth new black branch is the uppermost fragment

of an old black branch, and otherwise denote more specifically by Dn ⊂ Cn the
event that a red subtree is attached to the left of the black branch (as opposed to
the right). Old and new refer to before and after the decoration by red trees.
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COROLLARY 2. The branching probabilities of red branches are given by

red/red ∅∅∅

(θ − µ)/2θ (θ + µ)/2θ

The branching probabilities of (new) black branches are given by

red/black black/red black/black ∅∅∅

(θ − µ)/2θ (θ − µ)/2θ (µ − λ)/2θ (µ + λ)/2θ

We interpret, for example, the third column as

P(Bb
n,Lb

n = black,Rb
n = black) = (µ − λ)/2θ.

The composite trees show therefore a multitype branching structure with an
absorbing red type and a black type that can produce both black and red children
(but not two red children at the same time).

PROOF. When enumerated by DFS, the branching events at the ends of the red
branches are independent and identically distributed according to the red offspring
distribution, as required.

Note that for any black fragment, enumerated by DFS, the events Cn ∩ Dn,
Cn ∩ Dc

n, Cc
n ∩ Bb

n and Cc
n ∩ (Bb

n)c describe the four possibilities for subbranches
red/black, black/red, black/black and ∅, respectively. The argument of the proof
of Lemma 2 yields the claimed probabilities and the independence of these events
for different n ≥ 1. �

Denote the color of the first trunk by CT , its branching event by BT and the
colors of its subbranches by LT and RT .

LEMMA 3. The following conditional and unconditional probabilities hold:

P(CT = red) = (θ − µ)/(θ − λ),

P(CT = black) = (µ − λ)/(θ − λ),

P(LT = red|BT ) = P(RT = red|BT ) = (θ − µ)/(θ − λ),

P(LT = red,RT = red|BT ) = (θ − µ)2/(θ − λ)2,

P(CT = red|Bc
T ) = (θ2 − µ2)/(θ2 − λ2).

PROOF. The first two probabilities are deduced from the laws of the spacing
variables.

For the others we calculate

P(LT = red|BT ) = P(BT )−1
P(BT ,LT = red)

= 2θ

θ − λ

(
θ − µ

θ − λ

θ − µ

2θ
+ µ − λ

θ − λ

θ − µ

2θ

)
= θ − µ

θ − λ
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by splitting the event into red and black trunk, and finally

P(LT = red,RT = red|BT ) = 2θ

θ − λ

θ − µ

θ − λ

θ − µ

2θ
=

(
θ − µ

θ − λ

)2

,

P(CT = red|Bc
T ) = P(Bc

T )−1
P(Bc

T |CT = red)P(CT = red)

= 2θ

θ + λ

θ + µ

2θ

θ − µ

θ − λ
. �

COROLLARY 3. Given the first tree has two first subbranches, the colors
CL and CR of the two subbranches are independent and have the same distrib-
ution as the color CT of the trunk.

Given the first tree has no branches apart from the trunk, the distribution of
the color of the trunk is given by pr = (θ2 − µ2)/(θ2 − λ2) and pb = (µ2 − λ2)/

(θ2 − λ2).

This suggests that the colors of the leaves are i.i.d. according to these pr and pb.
To prove Theorem 1 we establish the stronger fact

PROPOSITION 1. The composite forest has the same law as a binary(λ, θ)

forest whose leaves are colored by i.i.d. variables with law given by pr and pb,
with further coloring by the following rules. Start with a red tree and color black
the subtree spanned by the root and the black leaves (if any).

PROOF. By Lemmas 1 and 2 it is sufficient to check the law of the shape
and coloring of the first tree of the composite forest. Call T1 this tree with branch
lengths replaced by unit lengths.

Call T̃1 the first tree of a binary(λ, θ) forest, colored according to the rules stated
in the proposition, with unit branch lengths.

For any colored tree t with k ≥ 0 black leaves and n − k red leaves, it is an
elementary combinatorial fact that there are k inner vertices (including the root
unless k = 0) that have only black subbranches and n − k inner vertices that have
at least one red subbranch.

Fix a number n ≥ 1 of leaves, the shape of the tree, a number k of black leaves,
the positions of the black leaves. We show that the probabilities that T1 and T̃1 are
this tree t , are the same.

For k = 0 we calculate from the probabilities established in Corollary 2

P(T1 = t) = θ − µ

θ − λ

(
θ − µ

2θ

)n−1(
θ + µ

2θ

)n

,

P(T̃1 = t) =
(

θ − λ

2θ

)n−1(
θ + λ

2θ

)n(
(θ − µ)(θ + µ)

(θ − λ)(θ + λ)

)n

,
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where the first product consists of the probabilities to obtain a red first trunk, n− 1
branchings and n leaves (no branching) in the right order which is determined by
the given shape. The second product consists of n − 1 branchings and n leaves for
the shape and n red leaves for the coloring. The two products are equal by obvious
cancellation.

Similarly for k > 0

P(T1 = t) = µ − λ

θ − λ

(
θ − µ

2θ

)n−k(µ − λ

2θ

)k−1(
θ + µ

2θ

)n−k(µ + λ

2θ

)k

,

P(T̃1 = t) =
(

θ − λ

2θ

)n−1(
θ + λ

2θ

)n(
(θ + µ)(θ − µ)

(θ + λ)(θ − λ)

)n−k((µ + λ)(µ − λ)

(θ + λ)(θ − λ)

)k

,

where the first product contains the probabilities of a black first trunk, n − k

branchings leading to at least one red subbranch, k − 1 branchings leaving no
red subbranch, n − k red leaves (no branching) and k black leaves. Note that it is
important that the n−k branchings leading to at least one red subbranch all branch
in the required way with the same probability (θ − µ)/2θ regardless of whether
the parent branch is red or black and in the latter case whether the red subbranch
is to the left or to the right. The second product is the same as above with the ob-
vious changes in the coloring probabilities. Again, the two products are equal by
cancellation. �

3. Equivalent construction of binary(λ,µ) forests. Let (Fn)n≥0
and (Rn)n≥1 be two independent sequences of i.i.d. exponential random variables
with parameters µ − λ and µ + λ, respectively. We construct a random forest by
the following rules, that are best explained looking at a picture, for example, the
first forest in Figure 1. A branch of length R1 rises from location F0 on the forest
floor to what is to become the leftmost leaf of the first tree. At length F1 below
this leaf, another branch commences. If F1 > R1, this is to be understood as be-
ginning a new tree on the forest floor at distance F1 − R1 to the right of the (root
of the) first tree. For n ≥ 2, in either situation, at the respective location, a branch
of length Rn rises to the nth leaf. Following the current tree downward (and along
the forest floor, if necessary) from this leaf until Fn below, we reach the location
where the next branch (or tree) is to be grown.

(Fn)n≥0 and (Rn)n≥1 are the falls and rises in the so-called Harris path associ-
ated with the forest which is constructed as the distance from the root when trav-
elling at unit speed along the branches of the tree, at each branching inductively
following first the left subbranch, then the right subbranch, then back downward;
at each leaf just going back downward (depth first search). This defines the Har-
ris path as a process in continuous time with slopes ±1. When restricting to the
discrete time set of changes in direction, no information is lost, and this process is
called the Harris walk. It is a random walk (Hn)n≥0 with H0 = 0, H1 = −F0 and
independent alternating increments

H2n − H2n−1 = Rn, H2n+1 − H2n = −Fn, n ≥ 1,
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where Rn ∼ exponential(µ + λ) and Fn ∼ exponential(µ − λ).

PROPOSITION 2. The forest constructed from the alternating walk (Hn)n≥0
with independent exponential(µ − λ) falls and exponential(µ + λ) rises is a
binary(λ,µ) forest.

PROOF. Le Gall [19] proves this for λ = 0 by splitting the associated Harris
walk at its infimum. See also [10]. The proof for λ = 0 can be adapted to the case
λ > 0, or that case can be deduced by density calculations between the laws of
the first trees for λ > 0 and for λ = 0. We present here a direct method that only
involves calculations with exponential variables.

The key fact is that for R1 ∼ exponential(µ + λ) and F1 ∼ exponential(µ − λ)

independent, L1 = min(R1,F1) ∼ exponential(2µ) gives the required branch
length. By careful use of the lack of memory property of the exponential dis-
tribution, L1 is independent from (M1,O1) where M1 = 1{L1=F1} and O1 =
max(R1,F1) − L1. {M1 = 1} is a branching event with P(M1 = 1) = (µ − λ)/2µ,
and given M1 = 1, O1 ∼ exponential(µ + λ) has the rise distribution; given
M1 = 0, O1 ∼ exponential(µ − λ) has the fall distribution. The overshoot O1 will
further contribute either as spacing between trees or for further comparisons with
other exponential variables.

More precisely, we proceed inductively as follows. We set up an empty LIFO
stack (last in first out) that will store overshoots with rise distribution. Queueing
techniques have been popular in branching processes ever since the early work
of Kendall [15]. The above first step defines two independent random variables
L1 and M1, and an overshoot O1 whose conditional distribution depends on M1.
We also record N1 = 1 to keep track of how many original rises Rn and falls Fn

we have used. Stack size is S1 = 0.
Our induction hypothesis is now that we have constructed two independent

sequences of i.i.d. random variables (Lm)1≤m≤k and (Mm)1≤m≤k and an over-
shoot Ok whose conditional distribution depends only on Mk . Furthermore, as-
sume that given Sk , the stack is independent of (Lm)1≤m≤k , (Mm)1≤m≤k and Ok

and contains Sk i.i.d. variables ∼ exponential(µ + λ).
If Mk = 1, put Ok on the stack, and construct (Lk+1,Mk+1,Ok+1) from the

next rise RNk+1 and fall FNk+1 where Nk+1 = Nk + 1, Sk+1 = Sk + 1.
If Mk = 0 and Sk > 0, take R̃ from the stack and construct (Lk+1,Mk+1,Ok+1)

from R̃ and F̃ = Ok . Note that by hypothesis, given Mk = 0 and Sk > 0, R̃ is
independent of F̃ . Put Nk+1 = Nk , Sk+1 = Sk − 1.

If Mk = 0 and Sk = 0, a tree has been finished, and Ok is the spacing to the next
tree. Construct (Lk+1,Mk+1,Ok+1) from RNk+1 and FNk+1 where Nk+1 = Nk +1,
Sk+1 = Sk = 0.

Then, (Lk+1,Mk+1,Ok+1) is conditionally independent from (Lm)1≤m≤k and
(Mm)1≤m≤k given Mk and Sk , and its conditional distribution does not depend
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on Mk and Sk , so they are unconditionally independent. Therefore (Lm)1≤m≤k+1
and (Mm)1≤m≤k+1 are independent sequences of i.i.d. random variables and
the conditional distribution of Ok+1 only depends on Mk+1. By hypothe-
sis, the stack was conditionally independent of (Lm)1≤m≤k , (Mm)1≤m≤k and
Ok given Sk and consisted of i.i.d. rises. Therefore, now, given Mk and Sk

(hence also given Sk+1), the stack is conditionally independent of (Lm)1≤m≤k ,
(Mm)1≤m≤k , (Lk+1,Mk+1,Ok+1). Since the conditional distribution of the stack
and (Lm)1≤m≤k+1, (Mm)1≤m≤k+1 and Ok+1 only depends on Sk+1, indepen-
dence holds given Sk+1. By hypothesis, the conditional distribution of the stack
given Sk (and the conditionally independent Mk) was that of Sk i.i.d. variables
∼ exponential(µ + λ). Therefore, in each of the three cases, the conditional distri-
bution of the stack given Mk and Sk (hence also given Sk+1) is that of Sk+1 i.i.d.
variables ∼ exponential(µ + λ). Specifically, note in the first case that the new
variable Ok put onto the stack, jointly with Mk is conditionally independent of the
stack given Sk , and given also Mk = 1, has an exponential(µ + λ) distribution, as
required. This completes the induction step.

The induction shows that the procedure yields independent sequences (Lm)m≥1
and (Mm)m≥1 with Lm ∼ exponential(2µ) and P(Mm = 1) = 1 − P(Mm = 0) =
(µ − λ)/2µ. In the construction described at the beginning of this section, Lm,
m ≥ 1, are an enumeration of the branch lengths whereas Mm, m ≥ 1, determine
the shapes of the binary trees.

The distribution of the numbers of leaves of a tree under this construction is
easily identified with the one of a binary(λ,µ) tree since, in both cases, a tree
is finished once there have been more no-branchings than branchings (here more
Mm = 1 than Mm = 0). Also clearly, in both cases, the shape of a tree with n leaves
is uniformly distributed (coded by the order of branchings and no-branchings).
Just note that, combinatorially, the tree shapes are different for each two different
(admissible) orders of M1, . . . ,Mn−1 because the associated Harris walks (with
unit rises and falls) are then different and code different tree shapes. �

The proof suggests building the trees from the leaves. From left to right, each
leaf is placed and gradually connected to subtrees all of whose leaves have been
placed. In the associated Harris walk (Hn)n≥0, leaves are the local maxima. The
order in which the tree is constructed can be illustrated in the associated Harris
path with the tree drawn underneath, or even better in (−Hn)n≥0. Imagine the
path (−Hn)n≥0 as a (two-dimensional) container in which we pour water from the
origin, see Figure 2. The rest of the description is what naturally happens. The first
part to fill corresponds to the first leaf. When this is filled, water pours into the
second leaf, and so on. If these two leaves form a subtree, their common parent
branch is the next to fill. If not, the next leaf comes next and will be connected
later to the previous leaves in reverse order.

In Knuth’s terminology, our (binary) tree is drawn in “Postorder” when travers-
ing it by DFS since a node is only recognized as such when it is visited for the third
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FIG. 2. The tree in a Harris walk built from the leaves.

(and last) time, as opposed to the usual “Preorder” (if nodes are recognized while
rising, as in the Galton–Watson tree construction in the Introduction) or “Inorder”
(if nodes are not known while rising but recognized when rising into the second
subbranch, as when drawing the tree directly from rises and falls); see [17], Sec-
tion 2.3.1.

4. Williams type decomposition of Harris walks. We study here the Harris
walks of the three forests in the forest composition. As we have seen in the previous
section, each of them is essentially an alternating exponential random walk with
the mean rise less than or equal to the mean fall, so that their lim inf is −∞.
In the sequel we shall switch between Harris walks (discrete time) and Harris
paths (continuous time, slopes ±1) since the walks are nicer stochastic processes to
formulate a Williams type decomposition and easier when passing to limits in the
next section, whereas the paths are more suitable to describe the forest composition
and technically derive Williams’ decomposition.

Three subsections treat preliminaries, derivations of the Williams type decom-
position for Harris walks from the forest composition rule, and vice versa, respec-
tively.

4.1. Preliminaries on forest structure and Harris paths. The first (determinis-
tic) result on Harris paths of composite forests does not depend on the special (sto-
chastic) structure of binary(λ,µ) forests. Its proof and also extensions to forests
with nonbinary (but finite) trees and locations of multiple trees are straightforward.

PROPOSITION 3. The Harris path Hc of the composite forest is equal to the
Harris path Hb of the black forest with excursions inserted at the times of the
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arrival process of red trees where each excursion is the Harris path of the corre-
sponding tree (without the extension into the negative half line that represents the
spacing to the next tree).

More precisely, denote by (Tm)m≥1 the locations of red trees on their forest floor,
t → Nt the associated counting process. Let s �→ H(m)(s) be the Harris path of
the mth red tree with lifetime Lm = inf{s > 0 :H(m)(s) = 0}. Then we have

Hc

(
t +

Nt∑
m=1

Lm

)
= Hb(t),

Hc

(
Tn +

n−1∑
m=1

Lm + s

)
= Hb(Tn) + H(n)(s),

for all t ≥ 0, n ≥ 1 and 0 ≤ s ≤ Ln.

The second result studies further the red excursions inserted into the black Har-
ris path.

LEMMA 4. For a binary(µ, θ) tree, 0 ≤ µ < θ , the Harris path H(s) with
lifetime L = inf{s > 0 :H(s) = 0} is reversible, that is,

(H(s))0≤s≤L ∼ (
H(L − s)

)
0≤s≤L.

PROOF. This is obvious if we use the original representation of binary(µ, θ)

trees in terms of lengths and branchings (Proposition 2), which is symmetric under
exchanging left and right. �

The two results of this subsection are important when studying the relationship
between Williams type decompositions of Harris walks and forest composition.
We will need them, both to derive the decomposition from the forest composition
and vice versa.

4.2. Williams’ decomposition from the forest composition rule.

THEOREM 2 (Williams’ decomposition for Harris walks). Let (Hn)n≥0 be an
alternating walk with independent exponential(θ −λ) falls and exponential(θ +λ)

rises, for some 0 ≤ λ < θ , and N ∼ geometric(1 − q) an independent geometric
random variable. Define the (absolute) height F = −min{Hn : 0 ≤ n ≤ 2N} and
time M , F = −HM , of the minimum before 2N , and the terminal height R =
H2N + F above the minimum.

Then the walk (Hn)0≤n≤2N decomposes into two independent parts (Hn)0≤n≤M

and (HM+n − HM)0≤n≤2N−M . Furthermore, if we put µ2 = qλ2 + (1 − q)θ2,

F ∼ exponential(µ − λ),
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R ∼ exponential(µ + λ),

(Hn)0≤n≤M ∼ (
H̃n ∨ (−F)

)
0≤n≤τ(−F),

(H2N − H2N−n)0≤n≤2N−M ∼ (
H̃n ∨ (−R)

)
0≤n≤τ(−R),

where H̃ is independent of F and R and distributed as H but with exponential(θ −
µ) falls and exponential(θ + µ) rises, and τ(−x) = inf{n ≥ 0 : H̃n < −x}.

PROOF. By Proposition 2, the exponential falls and rises define a binary(λ, θ)

forest. Furthermore, this is the setting of the forest composition where N is the
number of leaves before and including the first black leaf. This can be seen from
Proposition 1 since the leaf colors in the combined forest are i.i.d., red with prob-
ability q = pr , so that the first black leaf occurs at a geometric(1 − q) position
independent of the binary(λ, θ) forest.

We can identify the other quantities: F and R are the first fall and rise in the
Harris walk of the black forest since by Proposition 3 the red trees insert only
(positive) excursions into the black Harris walk, so that the minimum corresponds
to a black change from fall to rise, by definition of N the first and only such change
before 2N (recall that the walk does two steps for every leaf ). M is the position of
this minimum in the combined Harris walk.

The independence statement is obvious from the definition of forest compo-
sition and Proposition 3, since independent geometric numbers of independent
excursions from red trees are inserted into the first fall and first rise of the black
Harris path. The law of the first part is clear, too, since before the first rise of the
black walk, the combined forest coincides with the red forest.

The law of the second part is obtained by time reversal. In fact, this part of
the Harris walk is not simple when considered in the original sense, since the red
excursions that start with a rise and end with a fall are inserted into a rise, so
that the combined walk has nonexponential laws for the total rise before and at
the beginning of each excursion, and again a nonexponential fall at the end of the
excursion because it is an undershoot of the passage event into the negative half
line. If we reverse time, however, the Poisson locations of trees are still Poisson
locations, and the excursions still have the same laws, by the preceding lemma.
Furthermore, the excursions are now embedded into a fall, and the same argument
as for the first part identifies the law. �

4.3. The forest composition rule from Williams’ decomposition. Alternatively,
Theorem 2 can be proved using Theorem 2 in Kersting and Memisoglu [16]. Their
theorem is a general splitting result for Markov chains, here Xn = (H2n,H2n+1)

killed at N ∼ geometric(1 − q), at times

T = sup{n ≥ 0 :h(Xm) < h(Xn) ≤ Y for all m < n},
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where h is nonnegative and harmonic for X; here h(u, v) = e−(µ−λ)v and Y−1 ∼
uniform(0, (h(0))−1) independent. With this choice of h, we have h(0) = 1 and
identify

T = sup{n ≥ 0 :H2m+1 > H2n+1 ≥ −F for all m < n} = M,

F = 1

µ − λ
log(Y ) ∼ exponential(µ − λ).

Kersting and Memisoglu give the distribution of the first subpath in terms of the
h-transformed semigroup of X, and in our special case, this is easily seen to corre-
spond to alternating walks with exponential(θ − µ) falls and exponential(θ + µ)

rises. To also identify the distribution of the second subpath, a further time-reversal
argument is needed, like in our proof.

Actually, the independence statement in Theorem 2 does not depend on the
step distribution. It follows from the corresponding result for the stopped random
walk Sn = H2n, 0 ≤ n ≤ N , in the augmented filtration (Gn)n≥0 of (Sn)0≤n≤N that
contains H2n−1 ∈ Gn, see [20]. This argument can be expanded to prove Theorem 2
without using the forest composition rule.

In this special situation, another closely related approach is possible, since the
renewal process of descending ladder heights has exponential increments, and ex-
cursions of the (discrete-time) process Hn above the infimum are naturally de-
scribed by a Poisson point process indexed by the negative spatial axis. General
splitting of Poisson point processes as in this setting has been discussed by Green-
wood and Pitman [12]. The following will lead to a stronger version of Theorem 2
that highlights the excursions above an alternating lower envelope, which we can
then use to give a second proof of the forest composition rule, Theorem 1.

LEMMA 5. Let (Hn)n≥0 be an alternating walk with independent
exponential(θ −λ) falls and exponential(θ +λ) rises. Define T1 = 1, Vm = −HTm ,
Tm+1 = inf{n ≥ 0 :Hn < −Vm}, m ≥ 1. Then (Vm)m≥0 is a renewal process with
exponential(θ −λ) step distribution, Ct = ∑

m≥1 1{Vm≤t} is a Poisson process with
intensity θ − λ and

εVm = (
HTm+n − HTm

)
0≤n<Tm+1−Tm

, εt = ∂ otherwise,

defines a Poisson point process (εt )t≥0 on the path space
⋃

n≥0[0,∞)n, [0,

∞)0 := {∂} is used as cemetery, with intensity measure

νλ,θ = (θ − λ)P
(
(H1+n − H1)0≤n<T2−1 ∈ ·).

PROOF. Clearly −H1 ∼ exponential(θ − λ). The overshoot of H into
(−∞,H1) has an exponential(θ − λ) distribution, for example, because on
{T2 = 2n+ 1}, H2n+1 −H1 has this distribution, for all n ≥ 1, by the lack of mem-
ory property of the exponential distribution. Also, the overshoot is easily seen to
be independent of (Hn)1≤n<T2 .
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The remaining assertions are analogous to the theory of ladder events for ran-
dom walks and their excursions above the minimum. The independence of ladder
times and ladder heights and the exponential step distributions of ladder heights
here allow us to express this in terms of Poisson point processes. �

This lemma establishes the bridge to the splitting result of [12] that we use to
establish the Williams decomposition for Harris walks without using the forest
composition rule. These methods are more sophisticated than our elementary ap-
proach via the forest composition, yet less sophisticated than an alternative deriva-
tion from embedding into Brownian paths by Poisson sampling, see the proof of
Lemma 9. More precisely, we establish the following more general result.

PROPOSITION 4. Let (Hn)n≥0 be an alternating walk with independent
exponential(θ − λ) falls and exponential(θ + λ) rises, for some 0 ≤ λ < θ , and
N0 = 0, Nk − Nk−1 ∼ geometric(1 − q), k ≥ 1, independent time lags. Denote by

Mk = arg min
2Nk≤n≤2Nk+1

Hn, Fk = H2Nk
− HMk

,

Rk+1 = H2Nk+1 − HMk
, k ≥ 0,

the intertwining minima and the associated falls and rises. Then the processes
ὲ(0) := (εt )0≤t<F0 from Lemma 5, and (έ

(k)
t )0≤t<Rk

and (ὲ
(k)
t )0≤t<Fk

, defined anal-
ogously from

H́ (k)
n = H2Nk−n − H2Nk

, 0 ≤ n ≤ 2Nk − Mk−1,

H̀ (k)
n = H2Nk+n − H2Nk

, 0 ≤ n ≤ Mk − 2Nk,

k ≥ 1, are independent Poisson point processes with intensity measure νµ,θ killed
at independent times Fk ∼ exponential(µ − λ), k ≥ 0, and Rk ∼ exponential(µ +
λ), k ≥ 1.

PROOF (AND SECOND PROOF OF THEOREM 2). Mark each rise of the Har-
ris walk (Hn)n≥0 with probability 1 − q according to a sequence of independent
Bernoulli variables B2k with

P(B2k = 0) = q, P(B2k = 1) = 1 − q, k ≥ 1.

The first mark will be at N = inf{k ≥ 1 :B2k = 1} ∼ geometric(1 − q).
Following the lines of the proof of Lemma 2.1 of [12], we take the excursion

process ε studied in the previous lemma and record as a mark �Vm = ∂ if εVm

does not contain a mark, that is, if BTm+2k−1 = 0 for all 2k − 1 < Lm = inf{n ≥
0 :HTm+n − HTm < 0} = Tm+1 − Tm. Otherwise put

�Vm = inf
{
1 ≤ 2k − 1 < Lm :BTm+2k−1 = 1

}
,
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so that 2�Vm −1 is the location of the first mark in excursion εVm , if any. Put �t = ∂

otherwise.
Then (ε,�) is a Poisson point process and the first marked point is at F =

inf{t ≥ 0 :�t �= ∂}. If (Gm)m≥1 is a sequence of independent geometric(1 − q)

variables, note that (ε,�) has the same distribution as (ε,�∗) where �∗
Vm

= Gm if
2Gm − 1 < Lm, �∗

t = ∂ otherwise. By Lemma 3.3 of [12]:

(a) The law of F is exponential with rate

r = ∑
1≤n<∞

(1 − qn)νn

([0,∞)2n)
,

where νn = ν(·∩[0,∞)2n) is the characteristic measure of excursions of length 2n.
(b) (εt )0≤t<F ∼ (ε̃t )0≤t<F where ε̃ is an independent Poisson point process

with characteristic measure ∑
1≤n<∞

qnνn

since an excursion of length 2n is not marked with probability qn.
(c) The law of (εF ,�F ) is

1

r

∑
1≤n<∞

(1 − qn)νn ⊗ γn,

where γn({j}) = qj−1(1 − q)/(1 − qn) since an excursion of length 2n is marked
with probability 1 − qn, and given that it is marked, the position of the first mark
has a truncated geometric distribution γn.

(d) F and (εt )0≤t<F are independent of (εF ,�F ).

Therefore, we only need to compute a few quantities. We will see now that, as
stated as part of Theorem 2, µ2 = qλ2 + (1 − q)θ2, that is, q = (θ2 − µ2)/

(θ2 − λ2), is the µ-value corresponding to q that leads to the correct parameter
of F . We use the walk-tree correspondence (Proposition 2, which we proved inde-
pendently of the forest composition rule) to calculate

r = (θ − λ)
∑

1≤n<∞

(
1 −

(
θ2 − µ2

θ2 − λ2

)n)
Cn

(
θ − λ

2θ

)n−1(
θ + λ

2θ

)n

= θ − λ − (θ − µ)
∑

1≤n<∞
Cn

(
θ − µ

2θ

)n−1(
θ + µ

2θ

)n

= µ − λ,

where Cn is the number of shapes of binary trees with n leaves, and pn−1(1 − p)n

is the probability that each of these occurs where p is the respective branching
probability in a binary(λ, θ) forest and a binary(µ, θ) forest.

For binary Galton–Watson trees, the conditional shape distribution is uniform
on the Cn possibilities given the number n of leaves. Since shape and branch
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lengths are independent, by definition, we deduce that νn/νn([0,∞)2n) does not
depend on λ; therefore, a variant of the previous computation shows that

∑
1≤n<∞

qnνn = ∑
1≤n<∞

(
θ2 − µ2

θ2 − λ2

)n

(θ − λ)Cn

(
θ − λ

2θ

)n−1(
θ + λ

2θ

)n νn

νn([0,∞)2n)

= (θ − µ)P
(
(H̃n − H̃1)1≤n<T2 ∈ ·),

where H̃ [constructed from (ε̃t )0≤t<F ] is an alternating walk with exponential(θ −
µ) falls and exponential(θ + µ) rises killed when reaching height −F .

Finally, for the distribution of (εF (n))0≤n≤2�F −1 we avoid tedious calculations
by using the (necessary) time-change argument on the whole path (Hn)0≤n≤2N ,
H ′

n = H2N−n − H2N . This maps the minimum on the minimum, rises on falls and
vice versa, and the same argument can be applied: the process of excursions above
the minimum is a Poisson point process with the fall parameter as its intensity,
now θ + λ, indexed by the ladder heights, killed when the absolute minimum is
reached which now happens a.s. unless λ = 0. Note that in the calculations of the
analogues of r and

∑
n≥1 qnνn, the component ν′∞ of infinite excursions appears

in a straightforward way because these excursions contain marks a.s. and do not
belong to the pre-minimum path. Specifically, we calculate

1 − ν′∞
([0,∞)N

) = ∑
1≤n<∞

Cn

(
θ + λ

2θ

)n−1(
θ − λ

2θ

)n

= θ − λ

θ + λ

�⇒ ν′∞
([0,∞)N

) = 2λ

θ + λ

and

r ′ = ∑
1≤n≤∞

(1 − qn)ν′
n

([0,∞)2n)

= ∑
1≤n≤∞

(
1 −

(
θ2 − µ2

θ2 − λ2

)n)
Cn

(
θ + λ

2θ

)n−1(
θ − λ

2θ

)n

= θ + λ − (θ + µ)
θ − µ

θ + µ
= µ + λ.

Note that we only use the walk-tree correspondence (Proposition 2) for finite trees;
this extension can, for example, be obtained by density calculations.

The analogous argument for the law of the pre-minimum path completes the
second proof of Theorem 2, since the point processes of excursions determine and
identify the distributions of the pre- and post-minimum walks.

For the proof of the proposition, just apply the Markov property in N = N1 and
conclude by induction. �

We can now derive the forest composition rule from Proposition 4.
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SECOND PROOF OF THEOREM 1. It will be convenient to switch to contin-
uous time, take the Harris path Hc, rather than the walk, of a binary(λ, θ) forest
and place independent marks at geometric(1 − q) spaced leaves (local maxima).
Denote their times in the path by T c

k , k ≥ 1, T c
0 = 0, and also define the times of

intertwining minima

Sc
k = arg min

s∈[T c
k ,T c

k+1]
Hc(s), k ≥ 0.

Clearly, Williams’ decomposition and Proposition 4 hold for Harris walks and
paths with the obvious modifications of path laws. We deduce that the walk re-
stricted to marked (black) leaves and intertwining minima is an exponential(µ±λ)

alternating walk Hb corresponding to a binary(λ,µ) forest. Its falls are now given
by Fk = Hc(T c

k ) − Hc(Sc
k), k ≥ 0, its rises by Rk = Hc(T c

k ) − Hc(Sc
k−1), k ≥ 1.

Define the alternating lower envelope of Hc derived from T c
k , k ≥ 0:

At =
{

min{Hc(s) :T c
k ≤ s ≤ t}, if t ∈ [T c

k , Sc
k ],

min{Hc(s) : t ≤ s ≤ T c
k+1}, if t ∈ [Sc

k, T
c
k+1].

By Proposition 4, the excursions of Z = Hc − A are (path excursions correspond-
ing to the walk) excursions (ε̃t )t≥0 of an alternating exponential(θ ± µ) Harris
walk, separated by exponential(θ − µ) spacings, m ≥ 1. Put T b

0 = 0 and define
inductively the successive times (in local time) of these points

T b
n = inf

{
t ≥ T b

n−1 :Z

(
t +

n−1∑
m=1

Lm

)
> 0

}
,

lengths of excursions

Ln = inf

{
s > 0 :Z

(
T b

n +
n−1∑
m=1

Lm + s

)
= 0

}
,

and excursions

H(n)(s) = Hc

(
T b

n +
n−1∑
m=1

Lm + s

)
− Hc

(
T b

n +
n−1∑
m=1

Lm

)
, 0 ≤ s ≤ Ln.

We see that we have derived from Hc the structure of Proposition 3 in terms of Hb,
locations (T b

m)m≥0 and excursions (H (m))m≥1. We only need to check the indepen-
dence of the three parts. Define Nt = ∑

n≥1 1{T b
n ≤t} the arrival process of excur-

sions (in local time). By Proposition 4 (Nt)0≤t<F0 is the arrival process of ὲ(0),
and is therefore a Poisson arrival process killed at the exponential fall F0, and
the same is true on each fall and rise of Hb. By the lack of memory property,
(Nt)0≤t<F0+R1 is a Poisson arrival process killed at F0 + R1, and so on, and the
independent killing time increases to infinity, and a limit argument establishes the
independence of (Nt )0≤t<∞ and Hb. The same argument works for the Poisson
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point process of excursions with arrivals according to N . Note that the excursions
attached to falls and rises have the same law by Lemma 4.

This proves not only Theorem 1 but also the stronger Proposition 1 since the
coloring of geometric(1 − q) spaced leaves means coloring every leaf (black) in-
dependently with probability 1 − q . �

5. Williams’ decomposition for Brownian motion with drift.

5.1. From Harris paths to Brownian Williams decompositions. Williams’ path
decomposition for Brownian motion and related processes [28] is a result which
has received considerable attention by many authors [9, 11, 12, 16, 18, 20, 25]. In
particular, Le Gall [18] uses discrete approximation and tree arguments as well,
but works with lattice approximations of three-dimensional Bessel processes that
arise by time reversal of Brownian motions stopped at first passage times.

THEOREM 3 (Williams’ decomposition [28]). Let (Bt )t≥0 be Brownian mo-
tion with drift −λ, λ ∈ [0,∞), and T ∼ exponential(1

2κ2) independent. Define the
(absolute) height F = −min{Bt : 0 ≤ t ≤ T } and time M , F = −BM , of the mini-
mum before T , and the terminal height R = BT + F above the minimum.

Then the path (Bt )0≤t≤T decomposes into two independent parts (Bt )0≤t≤M

and (BM+t − BM)0≤t≤T −M . Furthermore, if we put µ2 = λ2 + κ2,

F ∼ exponential(µ − λ),

R ∼ exponential(µ + λ),

(Bt )0≤t≤M ∼ (B̃t )0≤t≤τ(−F),

(BM+t − BM)0≤t≤T −M ∼ (
B̃τ(−R)−t − B̃τ(−R)

)
0≤t≤τ(−R),

where B̃ is a Brownian motion with drift −µ independent of F and R, and
τ(−x) = inf{t ≥ 0 : B̃t < −x}.

PROOF. We take the limit θ → ∞ in Theorem 2: denote by Sθ
n = H2n the

random walk embedded in the Harris walk, its increments by Xθ
j = −Y θ

j + Zθ
j ,

Y θ
j ∼ exponential(θ − λ), Zθ

j ∼ exponential(θ + λ). Then we have

P

(
max

1≤j≤(1/2)θ2n
|Xθ

j | > ε

)
≤ 2

(
1 − (

1 − e−ε(θ−λ))(1/2)θ2n)
≤ θ2ne−ε(θ−λ) → 0.

(1)

Note further that

E
(
S[(1/2)θ2t]

) = − 2λ

θ2 − λ2

[
1

2
θ2t

]
and Var

(
S(1/2)θ2n

) = 2(θ2 + λ2)

(θ2 − λ2)2

[
1

2
θ2t

]
.
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Hence, Donsker’s theorem (cf., e.g., Theorem 7.7.3 in [7]), implies that the
continuous-time process Sθ

[(1/2)θ2t] converges weakly to Brownian motion with
drift −λ, as θ → ∞, uniformly on compact time intervals.

The same argument works if we replace H2n by H2n+1 < H2n since the in-
crement distribution is the same, and the negative starting value vanishes in the
limit. Furthermore, both processes converge simultaneously to the same Brownian
motion since (1) shows that their difference becomes uniformly small. Therefore,
the intermediate process Hθ

[θ2t] converges to Brownian motion with drift −λ, uni-
formly on compact time intervals.

Now, look at the decomposition of the Harris walks in the limit. The indepen-
dent geometric times, after time scaling, converge as follows:

P

(
2Nθ

θ2 > t

)
= P

(
Nθ >

[
1

2
θ2t

])
=

(
1 − µ2 − λ2

θ2 − λ2

)[(1/2)θ2t]
→ e−(µ2−λ2)t/2.

Hence, the distributional limit is exponential(1
2κ2) as required.

Now the decomposition can be read by taking limits in the following represen-
tation of Theorem 2:

E
(
f (F θ)g

((
Hθ

[θ2t]
)
0≤t≤Mθ/θ2

)
h(Rθ)k

((
Hθ

Mθ+[θ2t] − Hθ
Mθ

)
0≤t≤(2Nθ−Mθ)/θ2

))
= E

(
f (F θ )g

((
Hθ

[θ2t]
)
0≤t≤Mθ/θ2

))
× E

(
h(Rθ)k

((
Hθ

Mθ+[θ2t] − Hθ
Mθ

)
0≤t≤(2Nθ−Mθ)/θ2

))
for all bounded continuous functions f,h and path functionals g, k. Specifically,
g = k = 1 yields the exponential laws of F and R, and taking f = h = 1 yields
the distributions of the subpaths, employing the above argument and Donsker’s
theorem with different parameters. �

5.2. The forest growth process derived from Brownian motion. Let N be a ho-
mogeneous Poisson point process on (0,∞)2, with unit rate per unit area, assumed
independent of a standard Brownian motion B . Consider the forest-valued process
(F θ )θ≥0 generated by sampling B at times

T θ
n := inf

{
t ≥ 0 :N

([0, t] × [
0, 1

2θ2]) = n
}
, n ≥ 0.

To be more precise, F 0 is the trivial forest with no trees, just a forest floor iden-
tified with [0,∞), while for each θ > 0 the random forest F θ is that associated
with the Harris walk

Hθ
2n := BT θ

n
, Hθ

2n+1 := inf{Bs :T θ
n < s < T θ

n+1}, n ≥ 0.

We call (F θ )θ≥0 the Poisson-sampled Brownian forest process. We will exploit
the well-known fact that this alternating walk has independent exponential step
distributions. The following lemma is an expression in our forest framework of a
characterization of Poisson-sampled Brownian trees due to Shapiro [27].
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LEMMA 6. For each fixed θ > 0, the forest F θ is a binary(0, θ) forest.

PROOF. In view of Proposition 2, the coding of forests by alternating walks,
this follows from the strong Markov property of B at the times T θ

n , and Williams’
decomposition of B at the time Mθ

1 of its minimum before the exponential(1
2θ2)

time T θ
1 (Theorem 3), whereby the random variables −BMθ

1
and BT θ

1
− BMθ

1
are

independent exponential(θ) variables. See also [14, 25, 27] for variations of this
argument. �

The development of (F θ )θ≥0 as θ varies is described by the next lemma, which
is deduced using standard properties of Poisson processes:

LEMMA 7. For each 0 < λ < µ, conditionally given F µ, the forest F λ is de-
rived from F µ by taking the subforest of F µ spanned by a random set of leaves of
F µ picked by a process of independent Bernoulli trials, where for each i the ith
leaf of F µ in order of depth-first search is put in the spanning set with probabil-
ity λ2/µ2.

This lemma and Lemma 6 determine the joint distribution of F λ and F µ for
arbitrary 0 ≤ λ < µ. This in turn determines the distribution of the whole forest-
growth process (F θ )θ≥0, because it turns out to be Markovian. This Markov prop-
erty is not obvious, but a consequence of the following theorem.

THEOREM 4. The Poisson-sampled Brownian forest process (F θ )θ≥0 has in-
dependent growth increments, such that for each 0 ≤ λ < µ the forest of increments
F λ,µ is a binary(λ,µ) forest.

Note that Theorem 4 implies the forest composition rule (Theorem 1). We will
prove Theorem 4 using Williams’ decomposition (Theorem 3). Therefore we ob-
tain a third proof of Theorem 1. This third proof is related to the second proof
(using Williams’ decomposition for Harris walks), but technically more involved,
since the rigorous arguments in continuous time require more care.

From Theorem 4, one easily deduces the infinitesimal behavior.

COROLLARY 4. The Poisson-sampled Brownian forest (F θ )θ≥0 grows from
the empty forest F 0 by the following inhomogeneous infinitesimal transition
rules:

(i) at each time θ , along each side of each edge of F θ , twigs are attached to
that side according to Poisson process with rate 1 per unit length of side per unit
time;

(ii) given that a twig is attached to a point x on some side of F θ , the length of
that twig has an exponential(2θ) distribution.
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This twig-growth description of the Poisson-sampled Brownian forest is almost
the same as Aldous’ [2] process 2 for construction of a self-similar continuum
random tree. Aldous’ construction differs from ours by a rotation of 90◦ which
turns our horizontal forest floor into an infinitely high spine of a tree, and a dupli-
cation which allows an independent forest with same distribution to grow on the
right-hand side of the spine.

To prove Theorem 4, the following quantities, related to the time reversal in
Williams’ decomposition, will be useful.

Given a continuous path B = (Bt )t≥0 and an increasing sequence of sampling
times (Tn)n≥1, as in the second proof of Theorem 1, we define the alternating
lower envelope of B derived from (Tn)n≥1 to be the process with locally bounded
variation At := At(B, (Tn)n≥1) constructed as follows:

At =
{ min{Bs :Tn ≤ s ≤ t}, if t ∈ [Tn,Mn+1],

min{Bs : t ≤ s ≤ Tn+1}, if t ∈ [Mn+1, Tn+1],
where T0 = 0 and Mn+1 is a time in [Tn,Tn+1] at which B attains its minimum
on that interval. Note that Mn+1 = Tn or Mn+1 = Tn+1 may occur here, caus-
ing degeneracy in the sequel. We therefore assume throughout that B and Tn are
such that this does not happen, as is the case almost surely in our applications to
Poisson-sampled Brownian paths.

Call the process Zt := Bt − At ≥ 0 the reflected process derived from B and
(Tn)n≥1. Define a random sign process σt , with σt = −1 if t is in one of the inter-
vals (Tn,Mn+1] when A is decreasing, and σt = +1 if t is in one of the intervals
(Mn+1, Tn+1] when A is increasing, so the process

Jt :=
∫ t

0
σs dAs

is a continuous increasing process, call it the increasing process derived from B

and (Tn)n≥1.
The following (deterministic) lemma now follows easily. It is a generalization

of Proposition 3 to composite forests derived from continuous paths.

LEMMA 8. For an arbitrary continuous path B with inf{Bt : t ≥ 0} = −∞, let
F b be the black forest derived from B by sampling at some increasing sequence
of (black) times (T b

n )n≥1 (not leading to degeneracy), and let F c be the forest
derived from B by sampling at some increasing sequence of times (T c

n )n≥1, where
{T c

n :n ≥ 1} = {T b
n :n ≥ 1} ∪ {T r

n :n ≥ 1} for some increasing sequence of (red)
times (T r

n )n≥1 (again not leading to degeneracy). Let At = At(B, (T b
n )n≥1) be the

alternating lower envelope of B induced by the (T b
n )n≥1, let Z := B − A be the

reflected process and let Jt = Jt (B, (T b
n )n≥1) be the increasing process derived

from B and the (T b
n )n≥1. Then the forest F r of red innovations grown onto F b

to form F c is identical to the forest derived from Z − J by sampling at the times
(T r

n )n≥1.
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Theorem 4 now follows from the construction of the forest growth process
(F θ )θ≥0 by Poisson sampling of B , the previous lemma and the following re-
formulation of Williams’ decomposition.

LEMMA 9. For λ ≥ 0 let P−λ govern (Bt )t≥0 as a Brownian motion with
drift −λ, meaning that the P−λ distribution of (Bt )t≥0 is the P0 distribution of
(Bt −λt)t≥0. Let P−λ also govern T κ

m for m ≥ 1 as the points of a Poisson process
with rate 1

2κ2 which is independent of B . For m ≥ 1 let Fκ
m := B(T κ

m−1) − B(Mκ
m)

be the mth fall and Rκ
m := B(T κ

m) − B(Mκ
m) the mth rise of the alternating walk

defined by the values B(T κ
m) and the intermediate minima B(Mκ

m). Then under P−λ

for each −λ ≤ 0:

(i) the random variables Fκ
m and Rκ

m are independent, with

Fκ
m ∼ exponential

(√
κ2 + λ2 − λ

)
,

Rκ
m ∼ exponential

(√
κ2 + λ2 + λ

)
.

(ii) If Aκ is the alternating lower envelope derived from B and the sample
times (T κ

m)m≥1, Zκ is the reflected process and J κ the increasing process, then the
process Zκ − J κ is a Brownian motion with drift −√

κ2 + λ2. Equivalently, Zκ is
a Brownian motion with drift −√

κ2 + λ2 on (0,∞) and simple reflection at 0.
(iii) The Brownian motion Zκ −J κ with drift −√

κ2 + λ2 is independent of the
bivariate sequence of falls and rises (F κ

m,Rκ
m)m≥1, hence also independent of the

Poisson-sampled Brownian forest F κ which they encode.

PROOF. The argument parallels the second proof of Theorem 1. The indepen-
dence assertions in (i), and the exponential form of the distributions of the falls
and rises follow from Williams’ decomposition (Theorem 3) at the time Mκ

1 of its
minimum on the interval [0, T κ

1 ], and repeated application of the strong Markov
property of B at the times T κ

m . Also according to Theorem 3, conditionally given
Fκ

1 = f and Rκ
1 = r , the fragments of the path of B on the intervals [0,Mκ

1 ] and
[Mκ

1 , T κ
1 ] are independent, the first fragment distributed like a Brownian motion

with drift −√
κ2 + λ2, started at 0 and run until it first hits −f , while the second

fragment reversed is like a Brownian motion with the same negative drift started at
r − f and run until it first hits −f . It follows that with the same conditioning, the
two reflected path fragments (Zκ

t )0≤t≤T κ
1

and (Zκ
Mκ

1 +u
)0≤u≤T κ

1 −Mκ
1

are indepen-

dent, the first fragment a reflected Brownian motion with drift −√
κ2 + λ2, run

until its local time at 0 reaches f , and the second fragment reversed a reflected
Brownian motion with drift −√

κ2 + λ2, run until its local time at 0 reaches r . But
from this description, and the well-known reversibility of a one-dimensional dif-
fusion stopped at an inverse local time, still conditioning on Fκ

1 = f and Rκ
1 = r ,

the process (Zκ
t )0≤t≤T κ

1
is identified as a reflected Brownian motion with drift
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−√
κ2 + λ2 run until its local time at 0 first reaches f + r . Now by repeated use

of this argument, the entire process (Zκ
t )t≥0 conditional on all the rises and falls is

a reflected Brownian motion with drift −√
κ2 + λ2 run forever, independent of the

given values of the rises and falls, provided they sum to ∞ which they obviously
do almost surely. Since Zκ − J κ is by construction the Brownian motion driving
this reflected process, the conclusions (ii) and (iii) are evident. �
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